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Suszko’s Sentential Logic with Identity (SCI) has many unapparent properties, which
have not been studied too closely. One of the properties that makes SCI worthwile
is that even though it contains an intensional identity connective, the logic itself is
extensional. So far, proof methods established for SCI are Hilbert-style system, sequent
calculi (SC) (introduced by both [1] and [2]), dual-tableau system by [4] and DFCalgorithms by [5]. In our talk we will present a natural deduction (ND) system for
SCI, being the result of employing Negri’s strategy [3] of translating SC rules into ND.
Rephrasing of logical rules of SC into ND is executed by auxiliarily expressing ND rules
using notation appropriate to SC. For a given rule of inference R1 it is done so by
replacing every formula A in ND’s derivation by formula Γ → A. Then, the arrow
stands for derivability relation, and Γ for a set of open assumptions A depends on.
Dischargeable assumptions (Am , B n , and so forth) should be expressed as Am , ∆ → C.
It should be read as: ∆ being any (possibly empty) context, and C being the main
formula we aim to infer. We will discuss one set of translated rules, which embraces left
SCI-rules, as well as admissible rules encompassing transitivity and symmetry. Proofs
of soundness and completeness will be discussed as well.
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